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ABSTRACT

Robertshaw, Asya. Ph.D., Purdue University, May 2015. Effects of Temperature and
Pollen Availability on Plant Reproductive Success in the Indiana Spring Ephemeral
Community. Major Professor: Nancy C. Emery.

Temperature is a key driver of phenology in both plants and insects, and even
small changes in temperature can impact the reproductive success of insect-pollinated
plants by influencing access to pollinator services. While it is well-established that
temperature variation directly impacts the flowering phenology of many plant species, the
mechanisms by which it ultimately influences seed production via the pollinator
community are not well understood. Climate change has the potential to disrupt the
temporal synchrony between plants and their primary pollinators, especially if the two
rely on different seasonal cues for the timing of their life history events. If the plants and
their primary pollinators respond differently to environmental change, the plants may
switch pollinators (host switching), obtain services or resources from other sources (e.g.,
self-pollination), or face extinction.
The goal of this dissertation was to experimentally test the hypothesis that
temperature-mediated variation in flowering time influences seedset by determining
access to a pool of active pollinators, and the extent to which a flower experiences
competitive or facilitative interactions for pollinators with co-flowering plant species.

x
Three separate field studies were conducted using Claytonia virginica and Anemone
acutiloba—members of the spring ephemeral community of deciduous forests in the
eastern United States. This plant community is characterized by a brief 4 – 6 week
reproductive period in the late winter and early spring, when the temperatures are rising
but the tree canopy has not yet developed, so substantial sunlight still reaches the forest
floor. Only a few pollinating insects are tolerant of the low temperatures that characterize
early spring in this ecosystem, potentially generating competition for pollinators among
co-flowering plants in the community.
The first study evaluated the impacts of temperature, phenology, and co-flowering
community diversity on the extent of pollen limitation experienced by the perennial herb
C. virginica, a relatively abundant member of the spring ephemeral community. The
study was conducted over two consecutive years that had markedly different spring
temperature patterns. I observed a major advancement in the timing of flowering
throughout the plant community in response to the warmer spring temperatures during the
second year. However, seedset in C. virginica was not limited by pollen availability and
was not influenced by the abundance and diversity of the co-flowering community. The
second field experiment investigated temperature as a driver of plant phenology and the
effects of shifted phenology on the reproductive output of A. acutiloba—the earliest
flowering member of the spring ephemeral community. Individuals of A. acutiloba were
transplanted into artificially warmed plots and monitored over two growing seasons.
Increasing soil temperature resulted in advanced flowering time by at least 5 days in both
years. However, despite this relatively large shift in flowering phenology, seed
production in A. acutiloba was not affected by the temperature treatment. The third study
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evaluated the degree to which C. virginica functions as a “generalist” in the plantpollinator network. This was done by characterizing the insect pollinator community that
occurs in flowering C. virginica populations, and evaluating the relative abundance and
diversity of the pollen from different co-flowering species on the bodies of the insects. I
found that C. virginica pollen was present on all species of pollinators collected during its
flowering period, and its pollen comprised the largest proportion of the total pollen
abundance on all species of insect pollinators
Collectively, the results of this dissertation suggest that both C. virginica and A.
acutiloba maintain access to sufficient pollinator services across high levels of
temperature-mediated variation in flowering phenology and co-flowering community
structure. Furthermore, high relative abundances of C. virginica pollen on all of the
pollinating insects in the community reflect the generalist strategy of this species within
the plant-pollinator network of the spring ephemeral community. While successful
pollination in these two species is robust across dramatic shifts in temperature and
phenology, I suspect that other species—especially those that are relatively rare, that rely
on specialist insect pollinators, or that have narrower flowering windows—could be more
likely to be subject to phenological mismatching across years with different temperature
profiles. Additional experiments that explicitly compare plant species with different
levels of relative abundance, different pollinators, and different phenological windows
could make it possible to generate a predictive framework for anticipating which species
in a community are most likely to be vulnerable to phenological mismatching with their
pollinators in response to climate change.
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CHAPTER 1. FLOWERING PHENOLOGY AND POLLINATION
SUCCESS IN CLAYTONIA VIRGINICA

1.1 Introduction
The reproductive success of many flowering plants depends on their interactions
with a dynamic pollinator community, which in turn can be influenced by co-flowering
plants that draw from a shared pool of pollinators (Ashman et al., 2004, Hegland et al.,
2009). Synchronizing the timing of flowering with the periods when pollinators are
foraging is an important strategy that can increase the rates of successful pollination and
ultimately seed production (Elzinga et al., 2007). The presence of co-flowering plants
(both hetero- and conspecifics) can have either positive or negative impacts on the
reproductive success of a given individual through their effects on pollinator behavior:
plants growing in patches with high flower densities may be more easily detected by
pollinators and provide more pollen and/or nectar per foraging bout (Heithaus et al.,
1982, Sabat and Ackerman, 1996, Moeller, 2004), or they can generate competition for
pollinators because of more rapid pollinator satiation, reduced floral fidelity, and
increased heterospecific pollen deposition (Elzinga et al., 2007, Bell et al., 2005,
Campbell and Motten, 1985, Brosi and Briggs, 2013). Thus, the ability of an individual
flower to attract insect pollinators depends both on the abundance of insect pollinators at
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the time the flower is produced, and the abundance and composition of other flowers that
are interacting with the same pollinator community.
In many habitats, the communities of flowering plants and pollinating insects are
highly variable through time, and this phenological structure is typically driven by one or
more specific climatic stimuli, such as temperature (Elzinga et al., 2007, Badeck et al.,
2004, Sparks and Menzel, 2002, Fitter and Fitter, 2002, Gordo and Sanz, 2006,
Westwood and Blair, 2010, CaraDonna et al., 2014). Temperature determines metabolic
rates in plants and insects (Saxe et al. 2001), and temperature variation can ultimately
accelerate or decelerate the onset of, and transition between, developmental stages such
as emergence and reproductive maturity (Badeck et al., 2004, Westwood and Blair, 2010,
Gordo and Sanz, 2006). The mutualistic interactions between flowering plants and their
pollinators require that flower production and insect foraging activity are synchronized in
time, and can be disrupted if partners exhibit contrasting phenological responses to
climatic variation (Forrest and Thomson, 2011, Yang and Rudolf, 2010). Both
manipulative experiments (Dunne et al., 2003, Price and Waser, 2000) and long-term
observational studies (Parmesan and Yohe, 2003, Parmesan, 2007, Cook et al., 2012)
have documented that temperature variation has substantial impacts on the timing and
duration of flowering, as well as the extent of overlap in the flowering periods of cooccurring plant species (Sherry et al., 2007). These patterns clearly establish the potential
for phenological shifts to impact seedset through pollinator-mediated interactions, but the
consequences of these shifts for reproductive success are rarely quantified. As a result,
little is known about the degree to which insects shift in synchrony with their hosts, or
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plants compensate for “phenological mismatches” with their primary pollinators by selffertilization or using alternative pollinators.
In this study, I tested the hypothesis that flowering time variation will impact seed
production in insect-pollinated plants through two mechanisms that operate
simultaneously in plant-pollinator communities. First, I predicted that flowering time will
influence seedset by determining the pool of pollinators that are potentially available to a
receptive flower (plant-pollinator matching). Second, I predicted that flowering
phenology will influence seedset by determining the extent to which a flower competes
for pollinator services with other co-flowering plants (co-flowering synchrony). Because
these mechanisms involve the timing of flowering relative to the phenology of other
members of the community, it was important that my experimental design simultaneously
accounted for variation in pollinator services and the diversity of floral resources. To
accomplish this, I conducted a manipulative field experiment that investigated the effects
of flowering phenology, temperature regime, co-flowering plant diversity, and pollen
limitation, on seed production in Claytonia virginica (Montiaceae). Commonly known as
the spring beauty, it is an abundant member of the spring ephemeral herbaceous plant
community. This provided a particularly tractable context for evaluating the effects of
phenological variation on pollination services because the plant community is relatively
simple (~5 – 10 species) and short-lived (~4 – 6 weeks), making it possible to monitor
phenology and seedset over the full reproductive cycle of an entire community. The
vegetative growth and flowering periods of all spring ephemerals occur in late winter and
early spring, when the temperatures are rising (Fitter et al., 1995, Schemske, 1977) but
the tree canopy has not yet developed, so substantial sunlight still reaches the forest floor
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(Heinrich, 1976). Given this restricted growing season, the majority of the co-occurring
spring ephemerals show extensive temporal overlap in their flowering periods (Schemske
et al., 1978). Additionally, only a few pollinating insects are tolerant of the low
temperatures that characterize early spring in temperate deciduous forests, potentially
generating competition for pollinators among co-flowering plants in the community. By
conducting my study in a field setting, I was able to take advantage of extreme
interannual differences in temperature patterns, which allowed me to couple natural
observations of phenological shifts with a manipulative pollen supplementation
experiment in C. virginica populations. Such short-term natural experiments make it
possible to assess community phenological responses to climate change under
biologically realistic environmental scenarios (Rafferty et al., 2013).
Due to the simplicity of the system and the strong role of climate in determining
the timing of growth and reproduction, the spring ephemeral plant community is expected
to be especially sensitive to climate change, as are many other early spring-flowering
plant communities (Hegland et al., 2009, Fitter and Fitter, 2002) and particularly the
earlier onset of spring temperatures (“spring creep”). While I do not explicitly test
hypotheses about plant responses to climate change in this study, the results of this
experiment can nonetheless provide insight into the effects of climate change on this and
other early-spring flowering plant communities.
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1.2 Materials and Methods
1.2.1 Study System
C. virginica is an abundant spring ephemeral plant species that is native to
deciduous forests of the eastern United States. It overwinters underground as a nutrientstoring corm and emerges in mid- to late winter with a predetermined number of flower
buds. Each corm can produce multiple flowering stems, and each flowering stem
produces approximately 2 to 20 self-compatible flowers throughout its life cycle, with
typically 1 – 3 flowers open on any given day (Morgan, 1998). The individual flowers of
an inflorescence open and set seed sequentially from the base of the plant to the apex. C.
virginica has one of the longest flowering periods in the spring ephemeral community
and is thought to be the major food source for many of the early-emerging pollinators
(Schemske et al., 1978, Dailey and Scott, 2006). It is pollinated primarily by solitary
bees, such as andrenids, halictids and megachilids, and a number of fly species, including
the greater bee fly (Macior, 1970, Motten, 1986, Schemske, 1977), but they are also
frequently visited by social bees, such as the honey bees (Motten, 1986).

1.2.2 Study Location
This study was conducted within naturally-occurring populations of C. virginica
at the Ross Biological Reserve, a 92 acre temperate deciduous woodland reserve that is
owned by Purdue University. Located on the bank of the Wabash River in Tippecanoe
County, IN (40°24’31.09” N, 87°4’0.86” W), the Ross Reserve contains both mature and
second growth (<65 years old) forest. In addition to C. virginica, the understory
community of spring herbs includes Anemone acutiloba, Cardamine concatenata,
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Cardamine bulbosa, Sanguinaria canadensis and Dicentra cucullaria, many of which
have overlapping flowering periods with C. virginica. According to published studies
(Macior, 1970, Motten, 1986), as well as my personal observations, all of these plant
species receive pollination services from a number of shared pollinators.

1.2.3 Environmental Correlates With Flowering Phenology
I established a total of seventy 0.5 m x 0.5 m plots in naturally-occurring patches
of C. virginica in each of five locations (hereafter “sites”) spread throughout the Ross
Biological Reserve. Each site contained a distinct patch of C. virginica, and was 100 –
350 m away from all other sites. Because of the differences in the size and shape of the
resident C. virginica population and the local topography, the number and spatial
arrangement of plots varied among sites. At two of the sites, 10 plots were placed along
two parallel transects, while at the other three sites, I established 20 plots along five
parallel transects. In each case, the plots were positioned at least 0.5 m apart. In each plot,
I continuously monitored air and soil temperature and documented flowering phenology
of all spring-flowering angiosperms during the 2011 and 2012 spring growing seasons.
Temperature data were recorded at 2 hour intervals using Thermachron iButton data
loggers (Dallas Semiconductor, Dallas, TX). Two iButtons were mounted on either end
of a 40 cm wooden stake that was positioned upright in the center of each plot, so that
one iButton was inserted approximately 30 cm above the ground and the other was buried
10 cm below the soil surface, i.e., in the zone in which I found the majority of C.
virginica corms to occur when I excavated several plants prior to the experiment. Canopy
development was monitored throughout the growing season by taking weekly digital
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photographs approximately 1 m above the center of each plot. The area occupied by the
trees and leaves, relative to the total image area, was calculated for each photograph
using Fiji© image software (Schindelin et al., 2012). Finally, I documented the flowering
phenology of the plant community by recording the identity and the number of flowering
stems of all co-flowering plants within each plot at least three times per week between
the months of March and May.

1.2.4 Pollen Limitation in C. virginica
I conducted a pollen supplementation experiment on naturally-occurring C.
virginica plants in the experimental plots during the 2011 and 2012 spring growing
seasons. In 50 of the 70 plots (5 sites, 10 plots/site), I selected and marked five C.
virginica individuals/plot. Two of the plants were randomly assigned to a control
treatment and two were assigned to a “supplemented” treatment; the fifth individual was
located just outside of the plot and was assigned to a “pollinator exclusion” treatment.
Because I could not be certain that I identified the same individuals across both growing
seasons, I reassigned these treatments to different plants in 2012. Plants in the control
treatment received only natural levels of pollination by insect pollinators, whereas plants
assigned to the supplemented treatment received supplemental pollen from two pollen
donors per supplementation event. An individual flower was provided with supplemental
pollen by rubbing dehiscent anthers from the two pollen donors directly onto the stigma.
Pollen donors were selected from the flowering C. virginica plants that occurred outside
each plot, but within the same patch and no more than ~15 m away from the
supplemented plant to minimize outcrossing depression and to mimic the within-patch
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flight patterns during a pollinator’s foraging bout. The anthers of the pollen donors, as
well as the stigmas of the pollen recipients were inspected with a hand lens to ensure that
the pollen was visibly dehiscent and successfully deposited on the surface of the stigma.
Supplemental pollinations were conducted daily to ensure that all flowers on plants
assigned to this treatment received at least one supplemented pollination while the stigma
was receptive. In the pollinator exclusion treatment, a cylindrical cage constructed from
hardware cloth and covered with white tulle fabric was placed around the target plant to
exclude insect pollinators.
I recorded the date when each flower opened and if the stigma was receptive (i.e.,
clearly divided into three sections and displaying an adhesive surface) or non-receptive
for every flower on all five experimental C. virginica plants in each plot. I collected
entire fruits when the capsule thinned and became dark in color (indicating that the seeds
inside had reached maturity). After collecting the final fruit on each plant, I harvested the
above-ground vegetation, which was subsequently dried and weighed to estimate the
vegetative biomass. I recorded the number and the combined mass of all of the seeds in
each fruit. Individual seeds were visually assigned to one of two categories based on the
color and texture of the seed coat. The first category included only the seeds that were
dark brown to black and had a smooth surface; these seeds were used in all data analyses.
The second category included seeds that were smaller in size, wrinkled, and much lighter
in color; upon dissection, I found that these seeds lacked an embryo. Approximately 15%
of the seeds fell into this category in 2011, and 8% in 2012. All statistical analyses
involving cumulative seed counts or mass measurements were conducted with and
without the inviable seeds included. I found that these seeds did not impact any of my
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results, so I only present results from the analyses where they were excluded because it
was not clear if they were unpollinated, or pollinated and subsequently aborted.

1.2.5 Statistical Analyses
I evaluated spatial and temporal variation in air and soil temperature data that was
collected by the iButton data loggers in the experimental plots. To evaluate temperature
variation over time, I averaged the temperatures in each plot across the flowering period
of the experimental plants. Spatial variation was evaluated by averaging the temperatures
on a given census day across all plots. In each case, I ran a Levene’s test for equality of
variances to test if the variance (spatial or temporal) in the average temperature differed
between air and soil. The analyses were run separately for each year.
I used the Simpson's diversity index (1/D) to quantify the average floral diversity
of each plot in each year. I first calculated the floral diversity in each plot on each census
day, and then calculated the mean index across all census days within a plot. I conducted
a one-way ANOVA, which included the year as the categorical variable and average plotlevel floral diversity index as the continuous response variable. Additionally, I ran a
Levene’s test for equality of variances to test if the variance in the average diversity
index differed between years.
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I calculated whether the overlap in flowering between C. virginica and all other
co-flowering plants in each plot varied among years and species using an index of
flowering synchrony that was based on an equation from Elzinga et al. (2007):
∑

∑

,

where k is the total number of census days, xt is the total number of C. virginica
flowering stems on census day t, and ft is the proportion of the total number of flowering
stems (i.e., across all census days) that were present on census day t. I used the equation
above to quantify community flowering in two different ways. First, I calculated separate
pair-wise overlap indices between C. virginica and each of the five co-flowering species.
Second, I calculated the overall community synchrony between C. virginica and all coflowering species combined. In both cases, calculations were carried out on a plot level
and only those plots that had at least one flowering stem each of C. virginica and the
appropriate co-flowering species during the season were included in the data analysis.
For the pair-wise overlap index, I conducted a two-way ANOVA with year and species as
categorical predictor variables and pair-wise overlap index as the response variable. For
the community synchrony, I conducted a one-way ANOVA with year as the categorical
predictor variable and the synchrony index as the response variable.
I used the air temperature and flowering survey data to identify the temperature
and day (or group of days) prior to flowering that best predicted the date at which C.
virginica began flowering in a given plot. First, I calculated the correlations between the
date of the onset of flowering of C. virginica in each plot and the daily average air
temperatures 0, 1, 2,…, 30 days prior to the onset of flowering, and then identified the
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days with the highest correlation coefficients. Second, I calculated the cumulative degreehours by summing the temperature difference above 4°C in each plot at 2 hour intervals
(12 measurements for each 24 hour period) from the beginning of February through the
end of April. All temperature values below 4°C were assigned a value of zero. That
particular threshold was selected because previously published research has shown that
plant development slows down drastically if the ambient temperature is under 4°C
(Schemske et al., 1978, Lindsey and Newman, 1956). I then identified the date on which
half of the plants in my experimental plots had begun flowering and conducted a logistic
regression analysis with a binary response variable (flowering vs. not flowering) and the
plot-level cumulative degree hours as the continuous predictor variable. Because I did not
collect temperature data prior to the onset of flowering in 2011, I was only able to
conduct these analyses using data from the 2012 growing season.
I tested if seedset in C. virginica differed between years and among the three
pollination treatments (control, supplemented, pollinator excluded) within a year using
two-way ANOVA with year and pollination treatment as categorical predictor variables.
In this analysis I calculated the response variable as the average number of seeds/fruit
produced by an individual C. virginica instead of the total number of seeds/plant because
paired plants in the control and supplemented treatments produced different numbers of
flowers. I conducted post-hoc tests using Tukey’s correction for multiple comparisons to
test for significant differences between specific treatment pairs.
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A pollen limitation index (PLI) was calculated per plot using a modification of the
equation described in Larson and Barrett (2000):
= 1−

,

where Po was the proportion of flowers that matured into fruits in the plants that received
only natural pollination, while Ps was the proportion of flowers that matured into fruits in
the pollen supplemented plants. I modified the equation to use seed set rather than fruit
set and to account for the different number of fruits produced by each plant:
= 1− ,
where PC is the number of seeds produced by a control plant divided by the maximum
number of seeds that could potentially be produced, which was determined by
multiplying the number of flowers by six (the number of ovules produced by a single C.
virginica flower). PS is the number of seeds produced per supplemented plant divided by
the maximum possible number of seeds that could be produced. Prior to calculating the
PLI I averaged the number of seeds produced by the two replicates per treatment in a
plot. Due to the natural variation in seed production in C. virginica, there were a number
of unsupplemented plants that produced on average more seeds than the paired
supplemented plants, resulting in a final negative value for PLI for some plots. Those
values were included in all of the data analyses.
I conducted a series of statistical analyses to evaluate the effects of the coflowering plant community on the reproductive success in C. virginica. The PLI was the
continuous response variable in all analyses. Separate regressions were performed with
the following four variables (calculated at the level of each plot) as the continuous
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predictors: (1) average day of first flower of my experimental plants, (2) intra-specific
flowering synchrony with C. virginica, (3) average total abundance of flowering
individuals of all species on a given census day, and (4) average floral diversity of the coflowering community over C. virginica’s flowering period. With the exception of the first
variable, I performed additional ANCOVAs to test for differences in PLI among years. In
each analysis, the model included year as the categorical predictor variable and either
flowering synchrony, abundance, or diversity as the covariate. A final analysis that
included all of these predictor variables in a single model was used to test for significant
interactions among these factors. My dataset contained two outliers for which the PLI
values were 77 and 45 times lower than the mean PLI for all other plots in the dataset.
Upon further inspection of the data, I noticed that the size differences between my control
and supplemented plants were particularly large in these two plots, so that the control
plants produced over three times more seeds than the supplemented plants in 2011 and
over four times more seeds in 2012. Because of these substantial differences in size, I
was concerned that these plants did not provide a controlled comparison for estimating
PLI, which was underscored by the high negative PLI values in these plots (~ -4). Thus,
only the results from analyses that excluded the outliers are presented here. All analyses
were performed using the SAS software (SAS Institute Inc, 2011).
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1.3 Results
1.3.1 Environmental Correlates With Flowering Phenology
I observed substantial differences between the two growing seasons in the onset
of spring temperatures, as well as fine-scale spatial and temporal variation in temperature
within each season (Figure 1.1 a,b). The daily average air and soil temperatures were
higher during the late winter and early spring months of 2012 than 2011, and the canopy
reached maximum leaf-out approximately 12 days earlier in 2012 than in 2011 (F1,218 =
700.1, P < 0.0001). In both years, air temperature was more variable than soil
temperature among plots (Levene’s test: F1,150 = 10.71, P = 0.0013 in 2011 and F1,156 =
14.54, P = 0.0002 in 2012), but the variances in air and soil temperature were not
significantly different within plots over time in either year (Levene’s test: F1,102 = 1.83, P
= 0.179 in 2011 and F1,77 = 0.74, P = 0.393 in 2012, Figure 1.1 a,b).
In conjunction with the differences in temperature and canopy development, I
observed year-to-year variation in the flowering phenology of the spring ephemeral plant
community. On average, all plant species began flowering 15.2 ± 1.9 days earlier in 2012
than 2011 (F1,10 = 27.92, P = 0.0005), and the onset of flowering in C. virginica advanced
by 29.6 ± 2.8 days (F1,312 = 6277.30, P < 0.0001) in 2012 compared to 2011 (Figure 1.1
c). The order in which species began flowering differed between years; for example, in
2011 A. acutiloba was the first species to flower, while C. virginica flowered first in
2012. However, the mean species diversity of flowering plants per plot was lower in 2011
than 2012 (F1,2438 = 7.12, P = 0.008) and more narrowly distributed across the flowering
season (Figure 1.2 a; Levene’s test: F1,2438 = 15.32, P < 0.0001). Despite species-specific
differences in flowering phenology between years, the extent of pairwise overlap in
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flowering between each species and C. virginica did not significantly differ between
2011 and 2012 (Figure 1.2 b, F1,80 = 0.45, P = 0.500). But when I evaluated the total
number of individuals that flowered when C. virginica was flowering (without
accounting for species identity) I saw that the total number of stems flowered in
synchrony with C. virginica was greater in 2011 than 2012 (F1,32 =107.20, P < 0.0001).
Analysis of the temperature data collected prior to C. virginica flowering in 2012
indicated that flowering time was most highly correlated with the temperatures that
occurred 5 – 10 prior to flower (R2 = 0.72 – 0.84); during this period, the average
temperature was 16.3°C and varied between 11.4°C and 19.8°C. Furthermore, results of
the logistic regression analysis yielded a significant relationship between the average
onset of flowering in a plot and the cumulative degree-hours with a 4°C threshold
(likelihood ratio P < 0.0001, odds ratio estimate 0.983 with a 95% Wald confidence
interval of 0.97 – 0.996). The date on which experimental C. virginica plants began to
flower in at least half of the plots was identified as March 22, 2012. On that day, the
average cumulative degree-hours was 3113 hours at or above 4°C since February 1, and
varied between 2967 – 3320 hours.

1.3.2 Pollen Limitation in C. virginica
Averaged across all pollination treatments, C. virginica produced more seeds per
fruit per plant in 2011 than 2012 (F1,390 = 8.59, P = 0.004), though the differences among
years were not significant in post-hoc tests that controlled for multiple pairwise
comparisons between every treatment in each year (Figure 1.3). The total number of
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seeds produced per plant, averaged across all pollination treatments, was also similar
between the two growing seasons (F1,389 = 0.88, P = 0.3499).
The number of seeds in experimental C. virginica plants was substantially higher
in treatments that allowed pollinators to visit flowers compared to those that were
covered; however, when comparing individuals that were visited by pollinators and the
individuals that received supplemental pollen in addition to being pollinated by insects, I
found no evidence that seed production was limited by pollinator activity (i.e., pollen
limitation). The average number of seeds per fruit varied significantly among the three
treatments (F2,390 = 53.49, P < 0.0001); however, post-hoc tests revealed that the
significant treatment effect was driven by a three-fold reduction in seedset in the
pollinator exclusion treatment compared to the control and supplemented treatments
(Figure 1.4). A similar pattern was observed with the average seed weight per fruit: the
significant difference among the three treatments (F2,386 = 48.87, P < 0.0001) disappeared
once the pollinator exclusion treatment was removed from the statistical analysis (F1,293 =
0.13, P = 0.722). Furthermore, seed production in C. virginica remained consistent
throughout each season and across the two seasons, regardless of when the plants began
flowering (Figure 1.4 a, F1,36 = 0.01, P = 0.9062), the community synchrony with C.
virginica (Figure 1.4 b, F3,30 = 0.81, P = 0.4979), the abundance of co-flowering
individuals (Figure 1.4 c, F3,60 = 0.75, P = 0.5290), or the plot-level species diversity
(Figure 1.4 d, F3,60 = 0.21, P = 0.8877).
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1.4 Discussion
In this study, the 2011 and 2012 field seasons exhibited very different weather
patterns, providing a natural experiment that allowed us to examine the phenological
responses of spring ephemeral herbs to two very different climate regimes. The spring of
2012 was characterized by substantially higher air and soil temperatures (Figure 1.1 a,b)
and an earlier canopy leaf-out than the same calendar period in 2011. In synchrony with
the onset of spring temperatures, the flowering periods of all species of spring ephemerals
advanced in the 2012 season compared to the 2011 season (Figure 1.1 d), and air
temperature significantly predicted the onset of flowering in C. virginica in both years.
The average number of seeds/fruit produced by an individual C. virginica was similar
between years (Figure 1.3), despite substantial variation in climate and flowering
phenology. Furthermore, C. virginica plants produced substantially more seeds in the
presence of pollinators, but there was no evidence that seed production is limited by
pollinator activity in these populations (Figure 1.3). Moreover, C. virginica did not
exhibit pollen limitation despite variation in flowering time, the extent of synchrony with
other flowering individuals, or the abundance and species diversity of the co-flowering
plant community (Figure 1.4).
In response to the early arrival of spring in 2012, all six spring ephemeral plant
species that occurred in my plots flowered earlier than they did in 2011 (Figure 1.1 d).
These patterns are in agreement with several other studies that report that the onset of
flowering in spring-active species varies markedly with temperature variation, including
spring ephemeral (Schemske, 1977) and subalpine meadow (Dunne et al., 2003) plant
communities, as well as foraging in insects, breeding in frogs and birds, and migration in
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birds and butterflies (Parmesan and Yohe, 2003). Together with these other studies, my
results reinforce the growing evidence that the phenologies of spring-flowering plant
species are particularly sensitive to temperature cues, and as a result they are likely to
shift with rising temperatures and spring creep associated with climate change (Dunne et
al., 2003, Badri et al., 2007).
A particularly significant—and somewhat unexpected—result of the pollen
supplementation experiment is that pollinator services and seed production in C. virginica
were robust across substantial variation in temperature, phenology, and patterns of coflowering plant diversity. The plant-pollinator mismatch hypothesis predicts that plant
responses to climate change could lead to pollen limitation if plants and their pollinators
respond differently to the changes in temperature (Rafferty and Ives, 2011, Forrest and
Thomson, 2011, Forrest et al., 2010, Gilman et al., 2012, Hegland et al., 2009). I
evaluated this hypothesis by testing if early or late-flowering C. virginica plants were
more likely to be pollen-limited. In my analysis, I did not find a significant relationship
between the date of first flower and seed production, or the date of first flower and the
extent of pollen limitation (Figure 1.4 a), and thus no evidence that pollinator availability
limits seed production outside of the primary flowering period. One potential explanation
for this is that C. virginica can compensate for the lack of pollinators by self-fertilization,
since the species is self-compatible. However, my pollinator exclusion treatment revealed
that seed production dropped by 65% (in 2011) and 84% (in 2012) when plants did not
have access to insect pollinators (Figure 1.3), suggesting that automatic self-pollination
does not entirely compensate for pollinator services when pollinators are not available.
An alternate explanation is that the foraging phenology of the insect pollinators was
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shifted in the same direction and to the same degree as the flowering phenology of the
plant species; data from insect collections suggests that the five most abundant pollinator
species emerged earlier in 2012 than 2011 (AR personal observations). Finally, another
likely explanation is that C. virginica is the dominant competitor for pollinators at my
site. This species is one of the most abundant spring ephemeral herbs at my study site and
produces nectar, and therefore may be preferred over less common or nectarless coflowering species in the community. Furthermore, the flowering period of C. virginica
overlaps substantially with all other members of the community (Figures 1.1 d and 1.2 b),
and it is visited by a variety of pollinators that include many generalists as well as the
specialist bee Andrena erigeniae (Schemske, 1977, Robertson, 1928). As a result, C.
virginica may be effectively pollinated by a variety of pollinators and does not rely on
phenologically “matching” any specific mutualistic partner during its flowering period. If
this explanation is correct, my results may be unique to C. virginica in the spring
ephemeral community, and other species may be more likely to exhibit phenological
mismatching with pollinators in response to year-to-year variation in the onset of spring
temperatures. Pollen supplementation experiments in a spring ephemeral plant
community in Japan found a reduction in seedset in two of the four flowering species,
providing evidence that the potential for pollen limitation varies among species in earlyflowering communities (Kudo et al., 2004). While successful pollination in C. virginica is
robust across dramatic shifts in temperature and phenology, I suspect that other species—
especially those that are relatively rare, that rely on specialist insect pollinators, or that
have narrower flowering windows—could be more likely to be subject to “phenological
mismatching” across years with different temperature profiles. Additional experiments
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that explicitly compare plant species with different levels of relative abundance, different
pollinators, and different phenological windows could make it possible to generate a
predictive framework for anticipating which species in a community are most likely to be
vulnerable to phenological mismatching with their pollinators in response to climate
change (Gilman et al., 2010).
Advancement of the onset of flowering driven by temperature can lead to a
sudden change in the degree of phenological overlap of different flowering species within
a community, which in turn can either increase or reduce competition for resources
and/or pollinators (Elzinga et al., 2007). In my study, I documented substantial shifts in
the onset of flowering of all species in the warmer year, but these shifts did not change
the extent to which the flowering period of C. virginica overlapped with the flowering
periods of other plants in the community (Figure 1.2 b). It also did not affect the degree
of pollen limitation, suggesting that C. virginica is fairly robust to slight changes in
community flowering that existed among plots or within plots over time. Both theoretical
work and empirical studies have demonstrated that species with longer flowering periods
and a wider range of pollinators are frequently less likely to exhibit intra-specific
competition for pollen (Miller-Rushing et al., 2010, Campbell and Motten, 1985,
Moeller, 2004). Again, because C. virginica has the longest flowering period of all spring
ephemeral plant species in my experiment (Figure 1.1 c), and appears to attract several
different pollinator species (Schemske et al., 1978), I suggest that C. virginica may be a
dominant competitor for pollinators in this community, and thus doesn’t appear to suffer
(or benefit) from the presence of other co-flowering plant species in the community.
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My study evaluates the environmental drivers of plant phenology and the impact
of shifts in flowering phenology on the reproductive success of flowering plants. While
these questions have long been of interest to pollination biologists and community
ecologists (Heinrich, 1976, Price and Waser, 1998, Sparks et al., 2000, Fitter et al., 1995),
they are also becoming increasingly relevant in the context of species conservation and
management, since many of the environmental stimuli that are thought to drive plant
phenology are shifting due to climate change (Parmesan, 2006, Walther et al., 2002,
CaraDonna et al., 2014). An emerging body of literature is predicting that the responses
of plant-plant and plant-pollinator interactions to climate change will be complex and
have large impacts on community structure and ecosystem function, calling for more
studies of these processes in natural systems (Hegland et al., 2009, Parmesan, 2006). The
goal of this experiment was to test if shifts in flowering phenology lead to changes in
pollinator services that ultimately impacted reproductive success. While my experiment
found that drastic phenological shifts do not change the ability of C. virginica to obtain
pollinator services, I suspect that very different patterns will play out for other members
of the community, and particularly those that are poorer competitors for pollinators or
reliant on a few pollinator specialists. I hypothesize that the results of C. virginica are
representative of insect-pollinated species that are dominant and abundant competitors for
pollinator resources and can draw upon pollinator services from a range of insects.
However, this stands as a hypothesis to be tested, and further experiments of dominant
and abundant species, as well as less dominant and more specialized species, are
necessary to make accurate and species-specific predictions of the effects of climate
change on the reproductive success of insect-pollinating plant species.
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Figure 1.1 Daily average air temperature (solid line) and soil temperature (dashed line)
across all experimental plots in 2011 (a) and 2012 (b). The error bars represent the
maximum and minimum average air (open endpoints) and soil (closed endpoints)
temperature observed in any experimental plot. The box plots (c) depict the flowering
periods of the most common spring ephemeral species in my plots. White bars represent
data from 2011 and striped lines represent data from 2012. The “box” includes the
average flowering time and standard deviation of each species in my plots. The
“whiskers” are the first and last dates when that species was observed flowering at any of
the five sites. The following species are represented: Sanguinaria canadensis, Dicentra
cucullaria, Cardamine concatenata, C. bulbosa, Anemone acutiloba, Claytonia virginica.
The flowering period for A. acutiloba in 2011 is not shown because it did not flower in
any of the monitored plots that year.
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Figure 1.2 (a) Floral diversity over time in the experimental plots. Simpson's diversity
index was used to quantify floral diversity in each plot on each census day (see Methods).
Average plot floral diversity (± 1SE) are shown for the 2011 (dashed line) and 2012
(solid line) flowering periods. (b) Flowering overlap between C. virginica and each of
five co-flowering species of spring ephemerals in 2011 (dark gray bars) and 2012 (light
gray bars). Bars represent plot means (± 1 SE).
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Figure 1.3 Seedset in experimental C. virginica plants that received natural levels of
pollen via insect pollinators (dark gray bars), both natural and supplemental pollen via
insect and hand-pollinations (medium gray bars) and plants that were excluded from
pollinator visitation altogether (light gray bars) in 2011 and 2012. In both years, seed
production in C. virginica did not differ significantly between individuals that received
natural levels of pollen and those that received supplemental pollen. However, flowers
that were excluded from insect visitation produced on average a significantly lower
number of seeds per fruit.
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Figure 1.4 Pollen limitation index (PLI) in C. virginica as a function of the average day
of first flower of experimental C. virginica plants, where day 80 = March 20, 2013 (a),
interspecific community flowering synchrony with C. virginica (b), total abundance of
flowering individuals (c), and floral diversity of the co-flowering plant community (d).
Each data point represents the PLI index calculated from experimental plants in a plot.
Data from 2011 are represented by closed circles and data from 2012 are represented by
open circles.
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CHAPTER 2. EFFECTS OF ELEVATED TEMPERATURE ON FLOWERING
PHENOLOGY AND SEEDSET IN ANEMONE ACUTILOBA

2.1 Introduction
Global climate change is having significant impacts on the phenology and spatial
distributions of species, as well as the structure and composition of communities
(Parmesan, 2006). An increase in global temperature by 0.6°C over the last 100 years
(Walther et al., 2002, Harris et al., 2014) is advancing the timing of many spring events,
including the onset of flowering and insect emergence, by an average of 2.3 days per
decade (Parmesan and Yohe, 2003), a phenomenon commonly labeled “spring creep.” An
important goal of climate change research is to predict the consequences of the changing
environment on natural and managed ecological communities (Gilman et al., 2010).
However, the specific responses of organisms vary among communities, species,
populations, and even among individuals within a population. As a result, a particularly
challenging area of research aims to understand how tightly interacting mutualistic
species that rely on one another for their very survival and reproduction will jointly
respond to rapid environmental change to preserve or disrupt ecosystem function
(Hegland et al., 2009, Yang and Rudolf, 2010, Rasmussen et al., 2014). For instance,
temporal synchrony between flower production and insect foraging is key to the
mutualistic interactions between flowering plants and their pollinators, and can be
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disrupted if the two partners exhibit divergent phenological responses to climatic
variation (Forrest and Thomson, 2011, Yang and Rudolf, 2010, Fagan et al., 2014).
The phenological structure and composition of many plant-pollinator
communities is heavily influenced by one or more climatic stimuli, such as temperature
(Elzinga et al., 2007, Badeck et al., 2004, Sparks and Menzel, 2002, Fitter and Fitter,
2002, Gordo and Sanz, 2006, Westwood and Blair, 2010, CaraDonna et al., 2014).
Temperature is an important driver of metabolic rates in plants and insects (Saxe et al.,
2001), and variation in temperature can either accelerate or decelerate the onset of (and
transitions between) life history stages, such as emergence, flowering and reproductive
maturity (Badeck et al., 2004, Westwood and Blair, 2010, Gordo and Sanz, 2006). Both
long-term observational studies (Parmesan and Yohe, 2003, Parmesan, 2007, Cook et al.,
2012) and manipulative experiments (Dunne et al., 2003, Price and Waser, 2000) have
recorded substantial impacts of air and soil temperature variation on the flowering
phenology of individual species, as well as the degree of flowering overlap in cooccurring plant species (Sherry et al., 2007). These studies establish the potential for
phenological shifts to impact seed production, but few studies have quantified the
consequences of these shifts on plant reproductive success. As a result, little is known
about the degree to which insect pollinators synchronize their phenology to match that of
their plant host, or how plants might compensate for “phenological mismatches” with
their primary pollinators by switching to different pollinators or alternative mating
strategies (e.g., from out-crossing to self-pollination). If plants exhibit one or both of
these compensation strategies to prevent reduction in seedset, it could lead to changes in
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the mating dynamics and ultimately genetic structure of the plant populations (Jones et
al., 2013, Elzinga et al., 2007, Gilman et al., 2012, Eckert et al., 2010).
Elevated temperatures due to global climate change can also influence pollinator
services in plants by altering phenotypic reproductive traits, such as flower color, that are
unrelated to phenology. Previous research has shown that in species that exhibit flower
color variation, individual plants can produce flowers with different color intensities
depending on the temperature of the environment (Stiles et al., 2007). Specifically,
warmer temperatures can reduce concentrations of anthocyanins produced by the plant
and ultimately lead to flowers that are lighter (i.e. whiter) in color. Conversely, cooler
temperatures increase the production of anthocyanins in plants, leading to flowers that are
darker (i.e. more blue or pink) in color (Anderson et al., 2013). These phenotypic
responses to environmental temperatures play an important role in thermoregulation—
flowers that are darker in color absorb more sunlight and warm up the plant, while
flowers that are lighter in color absorb less sunlight and cool down the plant (Stiles et al.,
2007). The differences in flower color can, in turn, influence pollinator attraction if insect
pollinators exhibit preference for one color over the other or if they are attracted to the
heat emitted by the flowers (Rausher, 2008). Furthermore, the enzymes responsible for
anthocyanin production are often also involved in the production of different flavonoids
that control pollen quality, pollen viability and defenses against herbivory; therefore,
changes in flower color can also have consequences on plant fitness (Rausher, 2008).
In this study, I tested the hypothesis that temperature-mediated variation in
flowering time will impact seed production by altering the interaction between plants and
their insect pollinators. First, I predict that elevated temperature will advance the
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flowering time by accelerating plant development. Second, I expect that earlier flowering
will impact seed production by altering the pool of insects that are potentially available to
pollinate a receptive flower. To test these predictions, I established a manipulative field
experiment that investigated the effects of soil temperature, flowering phenology, and
pollen limitation on seed production in Anemone acutiloba (Ranunculaceae). Commonly
known as the liverleaf, it is the earliest-flowering member of the spring ephemeral
herbaceous plant community in the deciduous forests of northwestern Indiana. In the
manipulative field experiment, I elevated the soil temperature of individual plots 3 – 5°C
above the ambient temperature and implemented pollination treatments using
transplanted A. acutiloba individuals over a two-year period. Spring-flowering herbs
represent a particularly tractable system for evaluating the relationship between
phenological variation and pollination services because of the relatively simple
community (~5 – 10 plant species) and short-lived growing and flowering seasons (~4 –
6 weeks), making it possible to monitor flowering phenology and seedset over a full
reproductive cycle of all species in the entire community.
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2.2 Materials and Methods
2.2.1 Study System
The spring ephemeral plant community consists of herbaceous species whose
vegetative and reproductive periods are restricted to a short window of time in late winter
and early spring, when the air temperatures are beginning to rise (Fitter et al., 1995,
Schemske, 1977), but the tree canopy has not yet fully developed, allowing a substantial
amount of sunlight to reach the forest understory (Heinrich, 1976). During this time, there
is a small number of pollinating insects that are physiologically capable of tolerating the
low temperatures that characterize early spring in temperate deciduous forests (Schemske
et al., 1978), potentially creating grounds for competition for pollinators among coflowering plant species and ultimately pollen limitation.
Anemone acutiloba is one of the earliest-flowering spring ephemeral plant species
that is native to deciduous forests of the eastern United States (Bernhardt, 1976). It is a
perennial, clonal herb that reproduces both sexually (by seed) and asexually (by
underground rhizomes), and typically overwinters in a vegetative state (Murphy and
Vasseur, 1995). The stems and leaves of A. acutiloba are covered with fine hairs that may
provide a mechanical defense against small insect herbivores (Woodman and Fernandes,
1991). Each plant produces multiple single-flower stems, and each flower is open for
approximately 2 weeks (Bernhardt, 1976). An individual flower consists of 3 leaf bracts
and 6 – 12 colored sepals (Bernhardt, 1976). The colors of the sepals vary among
individual flowers, ranging from white to deep purple (Figure 2.1 a). The most common
pollinator of A. acutiloba is the Coleopteran Asclera ruficollis, but it is also visited by a
number of other flying insects such as flies and bees, including several solitary bees from
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the genus Andrena (Murphy and Vasseur, 1995). A single flower can produce as many as
30 achenes (AR personal observation), each containing a single seed. Despite exhibiting
morphological characteristics for pollinator attraction (e.g., brightly colored sepals), A.
acutiloba does not produce nectar and has been shown to be capable of self-pollination
and self-fertilization (Murphy and Vasseur, 1995). Its investments in pollinator attraction,
coupled with its potential to self-fertilize, make it a useful study system for investigating
the ability of a plant to increase selfing rates as a compensation strategy for limited
pollinator availability.

2.2.2 Study Location
This study was conducted at the Ross Biological Reserve, a 92 acre temperate
deciduous woodland reserve that is owned by Purdue University. Located on the bank of
the Wabash River in Tippecanoe County, IN (40°24’31.09” N, 87°4’0.86” W), the Ross
Reserve contains both mature and second growth (<65 years old) forest stands. In
addition to A. acutiloba, the understory community of spring-flowering herbs includes
Claytonia virginica, Cardamine concatenata, Cardamine bulbosa, Sanguinaria
canadensis and Dicentra cucullaria (AR personal observation). According to published
studies (Macior, 1970, Motten, 1986), as well as my personal observations, all of these
plant species receive pollination services from a number of shared pollinators.

2.2.3 Soil Temperature Manipulation
I constructed an experimental warming site at the Ross Reserve in June 2011 that
was completed by December 2012. The experimental plots were located in an area that
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was approximately 55 m x 20 m and roughly 180 meters from the Alton A. Lindsey Field
Laboratory. Twenty-five (25) blocks were placed across the site by identifying 25
random locations along a single primary transect and 15 secondary transects that ran
perpendicular to the primary transect. Each block consisted of two circular plots that were
each 40 cm in diameter. Within each block, one plot was assigned to the elevated
temperature treatment (hereafter ET) and the other plot was assigned to the disturbance
and temperature control treatment (hereafter DTC). In the ET treatment, I buried a
Nelson heating trace (Integrated Design Systems) in the soil around the periphery of the
plot at a depth of 10 cm. In the DTC treatment, a heating cable was buried around the
periphery of the plot, but power was not supplied. In addition to the 25 plot pairs
(blocks), I established 6 single plots that were interspersed throughout the experimental
area. These additional plots did not have heat trace buried around their peripheries, and
thus served as natural (undisturbed) controls (hereafter NC). This particular treatment
was used to ensure that the physical disturbance caused by heat trace burial did not
influence the data collected in the experimental plots. The entire site was enclosed in a 7
ft wire fence to exclude deer (and other large herbivores that could potentially damage
the experimental setup) from the area.
The 25 experimental blocks and 6 NC plots were divided into three groups based
on their position within the site (Figure 2.1 b). Within each group, I selected a single
block to serve as a temperature reference block for that particular group. Temperature
probes were inserted approximately 10 cm into the ground, and the temperature was
monitored in the reference plots using a Solar Differential Temperature Controller (Azel
Technologies). Each controller monitored the soil temperatures in the ET and DTC plots
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of the reference block and, when the temperature differential fell below 5°C, supplied
power to the traces around all ET plots associated with that reference block. This design
ultimately maintained a constant temperature difference of 3 – 5°C between all ET and
DTC plot pairs while maintaining similar levels of variation in temperature over time
between treatments (Figure 2.2).

2.2.4 Pollination and Herbivore Treatments
In December of 2012, I collected 336 adult A. acutiloba individuals from the Ross
Biological Reserve, near (but not within) the experimental plots. After excavating the
plants, I washed and measured the roots, counted the number of leaves, and transplanted
each plant into a randomly-assigned experimental plot. Six (6) transplants were
positioned in a ring at an equal distance from the center and the perimeter of each plot.
All individuals were transplanted into experimental plots within 24 hours of being
removed from their original location.
During the springs of 2013 and 2014, I continuously monitored air and soil
temperature and soil moisture in each plot. Temperature was recorded at 2 hour intervals
using Thermachron iButton data loggers (Dallas Semiconductor). One iButton was
mounted on a 40 cm wooden stake that was positioned upright in the center of each plot,
so that the iButton was approximately 30 cm above the ground. A second iButton was
mounted on a separate wooden stake that was positioned between two of the
experimental plants, and buried 10 cm below the soil surface, i.e., in the zone in which
the majority of A. acutiloba roots occur (AR, personal observation). I measured soil
moisture levels in each plot twice per week from March – May each year using a digital
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moisture meter (Digital® Tools & Instruments). Finally, I took digital photographs of a
minimum of 2 flowers on each plant to document differences in flower color. A color
standard was included in each photograph to control for differences in light among plots.
I used the GNU Image Manipulation Program (GIMP) to adjust the white balance of each
image and isolate each flower from the background. I then converted the RGB
photographs to the CIE 1976 (L*a*b*) color space to quantify the visual color spectrum
reflected by each flower as the mean L*, a* and b* values, where L* is the lightness
spectrum, a* depicts the color spectrum from green to magenta, and b* depicts the color
spectrum from blue to yellow (Kendal et al., 2013).
Each experimental plant within a plot was assigned to one of three pollination
treatments. Two plants received a “pollinator exclusion” treatment, two were assigned a
“pollinator and herbivore exclusion” treatment, and the remaining two individuals served
as unmanipulated controls. The “pollinator and herbivore exclusion” treatment was
dropped early in the experiment because the implemented method for excluding
herbivores was not effective. The plants associated with that treatment were still
monitored for phenological responses to temperature treatments, but were excluded from
all analyses of plant reproductive success. The remaining plants were randomly assigned
to one of three treatments: (1) one plant was covered and received no external pollination
(hereafter “pollinators excluded”), (2) one plant was uncovered and received pollen from
both insect pollinators and hand supplementation (hereafter “supplemented”), and (3) one
plant served as unmanipulated control (hereafter “insect only pollination”). The
“pollinators excluded” treatment was imposed by covering each individual flower of a
plant with a fine mesh bag to exclude insect pollinators. The plant assigned to the
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“supplemented” treatment received hand pollinations in addition to the pollen from
natural insect pollinators. Pollen donors were selected from the flowering A. acutiloba
plants that occurred outside each plot, but within the same general area and no more than
~15 m away from the supplemented plant to minimize outcrossing depression and to
mimic the within-patch flight patterns during a pollinator’s foraging bout. Pollen from 10
– 15 individuals was collected and mixed into a single Petri dish and lightly dusted on the
stigmas of the assigned plant with a small paintbrush. The anthers of pollen donors and
the stigmas of pollen recipients were inspected with a hand lens to ensure that the pollen
was visibly dehiscent and successfully deposited on the surface of the stigmas.
Supplemental pollinations were conducted twice for each flower during its receptive
period.
I recorded the date when each flower opened, if the pollen was dehiscent and if
the stigma was receptive (i.e., clearly enlarged and displaying an adhesive surface) or
non-receptive for every flower on all six experimental A. acutiloba plants in each plot. At
the first sign of fruit development (when the flower began dropping its petals), an
infructescence was covered with a mesh bag to collect seeds as they were released. I
counted the number of seeds and measured the cumulative weight of all seeds produced
by each flower. Individual seeds were separated into two groups based on their shape and
texture. The first group included only seeds that were full-sized, swollen on one end, and
firm to the touch; these seeds were considered to be viable seeds and were used in all data
analyses. The second group included inviable seeds that lacked an embryo; these seeds
could be visually identified because they were reduced in size, not swollen at the end, and
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soft to the touch. Approximately 26% of the seeds in 2013 and 28% of the seeds in 2014
fell into this second group.

2.2.5 Statistical Analyses
I compared the annual variation in air temperature, soil temperature, and soil
moisture among the three plot temperature treatments (ET, DTC, and NC) and two spring
seasons (2013 and 2014) using mixed-model analyses of variance (ANOVA). A separate
model was used to test each response variable. In the temperature analyses, the daily
average temperature (either air or soil) was the response variable, year and soil
temperature treatments were categorical predictor variables, and block was included as a
random effect. To analyze the soil moisture data, I conducting a repeated measures
mixed-model ANOVA with soil moisture as the repeated response variable, year and
temperature treatments as categorical main effects, and block as a random effect.
I tested for differences in flower production between years using a mixed-model
ANOVA with the number of flowering individuals in a plot as the response variable, year
and temperature treatment as the categorical fixed factors, and block as a random factor.
In addition, I conducted a logistic regression to determine if the reproductive effort
exerted by a plant in 2013 influenced its reproductive effort in 2014. This model had
flowering (yes/no) in 2014 as a binary response variable and flowering in 2013 (yes/no)
as a categorical predictor variable. I also conducted a mixed-model ANOVA to determine
if the number of flowering stems produced by each individual in 2013 predicted the
number of flowering stems produced by that individual in 2014, and if that relationship
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varied among the temperature treatments. In this analysis, I excluded the individuals that
did not flower in either year from the data set to satisfy the assumptions of ANOVA.
I evaluated the differences in the timing of flowering between years and
temperature treatments using a mixed-model ANOVA. In this analysis, the average day
of first flower of all experimental plants in a plot was the response variable. Year and
temperature treatment were fixed effects, and block was treated as a random effect. The
air temperature was used as the covariate in the model. However, since it was recorded
continuously throughout the season, for the purposes of this particular model I first
calculated the average day on which all experimental plants within a plot began flowering
and then calculated the average air temperature on that day in that particular plot.
Flower color was compared between heated and unheated plots using a
multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA). I set the three parameters of the L*a*b
color space as the multivariate continuous response variables and the soil temperature
treatment and year as the categorical predictor variables.
I tested if the seed production of A. acutiloba plants differed between years (2013
and 2014), among temperature treatments (ET and DTC), and among pollination
treatments (pollinators excluded, supplemented, insect only pollination) using mixedmodel ANOVA. The model included the number of viable seeds as the continuous
response variable, year, temperature treatment and pollination treatment as categorical
fixed effects, date of first flower as an environmental covariate, and block as the
categorical random effect. In this analysis, the response variable was the average number
of seeds/flower produced by an individual A. acutiloba, rather than the total number of
seeds/plant, to account for differences in the number of flowering stems between
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treatments and between years. I conducted post-hoc tests using Tukey’s correction for
multiple comparisons to test for significant differences between specific treatment pairs.
The same analysis was carried out twice more using seed mass and number of aborted
seeds as the response variables.
A pollen limitation index (PLI) was calculated per plot using a modification of the
equation described in Larson and Barrett (2000):
= 1−

,

where Po was the proportion of flowers that matured into fruits in the plants that received
only natural pollination, while Ps was the proportion of flowers that matured into fruits in
the pollen- supplemented plants. I modified the equation to use seed set rather than fruit
set and to account for the different number of flowering stems produced by each plant:
= 1− ,
where PC is the number of seeds produced by a control plant divided by the number of
flowers produced and PS is the number of seeds produced by a supplemented plant
divided by the number of flowers produced. Due to the natural variation in seed
production in A. acutiloba, there were a number of unsupplemented plants that produced
more seeds than the paired supplemented plants, resulting in a final negative value for
PLI for some plots. Those values were included in all of the data analyses.
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2.3 Results
2.3.1 Effects of Temperature on Flowering Phenology
The experimental heating treatments maintained a constant 3 – 5°C difference
between the ET and DTC plots throughout the duration of my experiment (Figure 2.2). I
did not observe substantial differences between the two growing seasons in the onset of
spring temperatures in the DTC plots, indicating that the transition from winter to spring
took place across similar calendar dates in the two years. There was no significant
difference between the daily average air and soil temperatures during the early spring
months of 2013 and 2014 (F1,51 = 3.10, P = 0.084 for air temperature, F1,47 = 0.93, P =
0.339 for soil temperature). Furthermore, soil moisture remained consistent between
years (F1,48 = 1.82, P = 0.184) and between plot temperature treatments within each year
(F1,48 = 0.05, P = 0.822).
The soil temperature treatment had a substantial impact on the flowering
phenology of the experimental A. acutiloba plants in both years (Figure 2.3). Elevating
the soil temperature advanced the onset of flowering by 8.1 ± 0.8 days in 2013 and by 5.0
± 1.7 days in 2014 (F1,129 = 34.68, P < 0.0001). Although this relationship remained the
same in both years, the overall onset of flowering of A. acutiloba was shifted in 2014
compared to 2013, despite the similar air and soil temperatures in the two seasons. On
average, the plants in my experimental plots began flowering 5.4 ± 0.6 days earlier in
2013 than they did in 2014 (F1,127 = 30.25, P < 0.0001, Figure 2.3). In general, I saw a
significant positive relationship between the daily average air temperature in a plot and
the average day of first flower of all experimental plants in that same plot (F1,18 = 6.94, P
= 0.017). This relationship remained consistent between the two years, as is demonstrated
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by an insignificant interaction between year and plot temperature (F1,18 = 0.55, P =
0.467).
Substantially fewer individuals produced flowers in 2014 than in 2013 (F1,53 =
121.43, P < 0.0001). Out of the 336 experimental plants, 230 plants produced at least one
flower in 2013, but only 75 individuals flowered in 2014. Furthermore, the number of
flowering stems produced by flowering plants was almost 50% lower in 2014 compared
to 2013 (F1,290 = 36.71, P < 0.0001). Results of a logistic regression analysis revealed that
a plant that flowered in 2013 was less likely to flower again the following year
(likelihood ratio P < 0.0001, odds ratio estimate = 7.573, 95% Wald confidence interval
of 2.928 – 19.587).
Flower color varied significantly between the ET and DTC plots (Wilks’ Lambda
F3,383 = 3.10, P = 0.027). Specifically, the plants in the DTC plots produced flowers that
were darker and more blue in color, whereas the plants in the ET plots tended to be
lighter and more pale (ET: L* = 69.6 ± 0.8 units, b* = 5.1 ± 0.3 units; DTC: L* = 64.7 ±
0.5 units, b* = 3.9 ± 0.2 units, Fig 4).

2.3.2 Effects of Temperature and Flowering on Pollinator Services
The average number of seeds produced per flower did not differ between years
(F1,142 = 0.07, P = 0.799) or among temperature treatments (F2,142 = 0.90, P = 0.409,
Figure 2.5 a, b) in the experimental A. acutiloba plants, but did vary among pollination
treatments (F2,142 = 6.88, P = 0.001). A post-hoc test using Tukey’s correction for
multiple comparisons revealed that the significance was driven by the plants in the
“pollinators excluded” treatment, which produced on average fewer seeds per flowering
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stem (6.6 ± 0.5) compared to the plants in the “insect only pollination” and
“supplemented” treatments (8.9 ± 0.7 and 8.7 ± 0.6 seeds per flowering stem,
respectively). The average seed mass per flower was not different between temperature
treatments (F2,49 = 0.24, P = 0.786), but was greater in 2014 compared to 2013 (F1,126 =
46.94, P < 0.0001, 2.0 ± 0.1 mg in 2013 and 2.8 ± 0.2 mg in 2014, Figure 2.5 c, d). Seed
mass also differed significantly among pollination treatments (F2,120 = 5.27, P = 0.006).
Once again, a post-hoc test revealed that the significance was primarily driven by the
“pollinators excluded” plants that produced seeds with a lower average mass per
flowering stem (2.1 ± 0.1 mg) compared to the “insect only pollination” and
“supplemented” individuals (2.2 ± 0.1 and 2.4 ± 0.1 mg, respectively). Finally, the
average number of aborted seeds per flowering stem varied only marginally with the
temperature treatment (F2,38 = 2.83, P = 0.072) and between the two years (F1,131 = 3.57,
P = 0.061). However, there was a significant interaction between year and temperature
treatment (F2,122 = 14.41, P < 0.0001)—in 2013, A. acutiloba aborted more seeds per
flowering stem in the unheated plots compared to the heated plots (3.7 ± 0.4 and 1.8 ± 0.3
seeds, respectively), while the reverse pattern was observed in 2014, with fewer seeds
aborted in the unheated plots compared to the heated plots (2.0 ± 0.4 and 7.2 ± 1.3 seeds,
respectively, Figure 2.5 e, f).
I found no evidence that seed production in A. acutiloba was limited by pollinator
activity (i.e., pollen limitation), regardless of whether the pollen limitation index was
calculated using seed number or seed mass. Furthermore, the PLI did not vary between
years (seed number: F1,3 = 1.04, P = 0.3834, seed weight: F1,3 = 1.71, P = 0.282) or
between temperature treatments (seed number: F2,22 = 2.01, P = 0.157, seed weight: F2,22
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= 0.41, P = 0.667). Seed production in A. acutiloba also remained consistent throughout
each season, regardless of when the plants began flowering (seed number: F1,3 = 2.18, P
= 0.236, seed weight: F1,3 = 0.10, P = 0.777).
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2.4 Discussion
A. acutiloba exhibited different patterns of flowering phenology in the 2013 and
2014 spring seasons despite experiencing similar ambient air and soil temperatures. On
average, all plants began flowering later in the calendar year 2014 compared to 2013
(Fig. 3). Fewer individuals produced flowers in 2014, and the ones that did flower
produced fewer flowering stems per plant. Furthermore, the average seed mass was 28%
lower in 2014 than in 2013 (Figure 2.5 c, d), though the number of seeds remained
consistent across the two years (Figure 2.5 a, b). Increasing soil temperature by
experimental warming resulted in significantly advanced flowering time by at least 5
days in both years (Figure 2.3); however, despite this relatively large shift in flowering
time, seed production in A. acutiloba was not affected by the temperature treatment. The
pollination treatments had overall effects on both seed number and seed mass (Figure 2.5
a – d), but these results were driven primarily by the plants that were not accessible to
insect pollinators, rather than the effects of pollen limitation in the plants that had access
to pollinators.
Experimental A. acutiloba plants in my plots began flowering earlier in response
to the experimental warming treatment. This pattern is consistent with a number of
published studies that demonstrate that variation in the onset of important life history
events in many organisms can vary significantly with the variation in spring
temperatures, including the onset of flowering in plant communities (Schemske 1977,
Dunne et al. 2003), foraging in insects, migration and breeding in birds, and breeding in
frogs (Parmesan and Yohe, 2003). Combined with these other studies, the results of my
experiments reinforce the importance of studying early-flowering plant species in the
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context of climate change, as they are particularly sensitive to environmental cues and are
likely to exhibit phenological shifts in response to rising temperatures and “spring creep”
(Dunne et al., 2003, Badri et al., 2007).
The number of flowering individuals and the timing of flowering in my
experimental plants varied markedly between the two years, despite being exposed to
seemingly similar weather patterns. These differences in phenological patterns of
flowering were observed not only in my experimental plots, but also in the surrounding
natural community of A. acutiloba at the Ross Reserve. One potential explanation for this
phenomenon is that environmental cues other than temperature are important drivers of
flowering phenology in this particular species. Forrest et al. have shown that the timing of
snowmelt influenced flowering phenology in subalpine meadow spring-flowering species
(2010). Similarly, Lambert et al. demonstrated that increased precipitation prior to the
growing season resulted in an advanced flowering phenology in Erythronium
grandiflorum (2010). In my study, the year 2014 was characterized by a more severe
winter compared to 2013, so perhaps data on plot-level precipitation would have revealed
a more drastic difference in the climatic patterns between the two years. However,
historical climate data indicate that there were no significant differences between the two
years in the precipitation levels during the winter months (PRISM Climate Group,
University of Oregon, accessed Nov 10, 2014, Figure 2.6). Another possible explanation
for the observed phenological differences between the two growing seasons is the
perennial nature of A. acutiloba’s life cycle. The fact that this species grows and
reproduces over multiple years makes it likely that the effects of the environment in one
year will carry over to the growing and reproductive periods in the following year. A
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delayed effect of environmental conditions on flowering was observed in a study
conducted on a perennial wetland species Iris hexagona, in which increased salinity in
the environment delayed the onset of flowering, but not until the second year of the study
(Van Zandt and Mopper, 2002). In my study, whether an individual A. acutiloba plant
flowered in 2013 at least in part predicted if that same individual flowered again in 2014,
further supporting this hypothesis. These delayed effects could have particularly large
impacts on the reproductive output of perennial iteroparous angiosperms in years that
follow climatically extreme growing seasons, which are becoming more frequent with
global warming (Jones et al., 2013). Currently, multi-year studies that compare the effects
of climate variability vs. mean climate change on demographic patterns are rare, and thus
little is known about the relative importance of these two different aspects of climate
change for population dynamics in natural systems. I plan to continue to monitor these
patterns in A. acutiloba to obtain some insight into this problem over the next several
years.
Plants in the warmed plots produced flowers that were whiter in color compared
to the plants in the unheated plots. These results are consistent with other manipulative
studies. For example, Stiles et al. grew experimental Plantago lanceolata plants at
different temperatures and recorded higher levels of anthocyanins and darker flowers in
the individuals growing in a cooler environment (2007). If floral color is used as means
of thermoregulation in A. acutiloba, then these phenotypic changes in response to
temperature could have significant fitness consequences because temperature plays an
important role in pollen development and seed production in many plants (Rausher,
2008). Furthermore, changes in floral color in response to warming can have direct
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impacts on the pollinator community since many pollinators exhibit differential
preference for certain floral colors (Fenster et al., 2004).
The “plant-pollinator mismatch” hypothesis predicts that plant responses to
climate change could lead to pollen limitation if plants and their pollinators respond
differently to the changes in temperature (Rafferty and Ives, 2011, Forrest and Thomson,
2011, Forrest et al., 2010, Gilman et al., 2012, Hegland et al., 2009). However, despite
the shifted flowering phenology, seed production in A. acutiloba remained consistent
across temperature treatments and I saw no difference in seedset between plants assigned
to the supplemented vs. natural pollination treatments. A reduction in seedset, in terms of
both seed number and seed mass, was only observed in plants that had pollinators entirely
excluded (Figure 2.5). That is, completely restricting access to external pollination
reduced seed production, but adding supplemental pollen to the stigmas of flowers that
were already being pollinated naturally by insects did not increase seed production.
Combined, these results suggest that pollination success in A. acutiloba is fairly robust to
large shifts in flowering time, and cause me to reject my hypothesis that earlier flowering
would lead to a reduction in seedset in this early-flowering spring ephemeral species.
Since I only applied a warming treatment to the plants, but not the insects, I had predicted
that earlier flowering would lead to a temporal mismatch between A. acutiloba and its
regular pollinators, ultimately leading to a reduction in its reproductive success. Instead,
my results indicate that A. acutaloba compensates for early flowering, as seed production
was unaffected by flowering time (Figure 2.5). Furthermore, this compensation was not
the result of high selfing rates because the plants in which pollinators were excluded had
substantially reduced seed production. Instead, it appears that A. acutiloba can be
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pollinated by a number of different insects, some of which are available prior to the onset
of its typical flowering period. Even if these pollinators are not as efficient or abundant as
insects that emerge later in the spring, flowering before all other plant species in the
community would reduce interspecific competition for pollinators. Furthermore, the
blooming period for individual A. acutiloba flowers is approximately two weeks, which
is relatively long compared to other spring ephemeral herbs (AR personal observation).
This trait might enable early-flowering A. acutiloba flowers to be pollinated by insects
that emerge several days to weeks after the flowers initially open, serving as a type of
conservative bet-hedging strategy against the unpredictability of pollinator emergence
and abundance.
My study investigates temperature as a driver of plant phenology and the effects
of shifted phenology on the reproductive output of flowering plants. Pollination biologists
and community ecologists have been interested in these questions for decades (Heinrich,
1976, Price and Waser, 1998, Sparks et al., 2000, Fitter et al., 1995); however, these
questions are becoming more relevant in the context of climate change because many of
the environmental cues, including temperature, that drive plant phenology are shifting
(Parmesan, 2006, Walther et al., 2002, CaraDonna et al., 2014). The impacts of climate
change on the plant-pollinator interactions are predicted to be complex and to have great
impact on the community structure and dynamics, making it important to study these
processes in natural systems (Hegland et al., 2009, Parmesan, 2006). The goal of my
experiment was to test if increased temperature advanced the onset of flowering in an
early flowering species, and if that shift led to reduced pollinator services. While my
results suggest that a shift in flowering phenology does not influence the ability of A.
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acutiloba to obtain pollinator services, I suspect other members of the spring ephemeral
community to exhibit different patterns. Specifically, I suspect that shifted phenologies
might have a greater effect on those species that rely on just a few pollinator specialists
and/or have lower selfing rates.
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Figure 2.1 Examples of the flower color variation in A. acutiloba, ranging from deep
purple to white (a), and a simple graphic representation of the layout of the warming
experiment (b). The rectangles represent paired experimental blocks, red circles represent
plots in the ET treatment, blue circles represent plots in the DTC treatment, and dashed
circles represent plots in the NC treatment. The blocks are color-coded into the three
groups, each being regulated by a separate controller, with the color-coded rectangle
around the reference block in a particular group.

Figure 2.2 Average daily soil temperatures in the unheated (solid line) and heated (dashed line) experimental
plots in 2013 (a) and 2014 (b). The graphs illustrate that the warming treatment successfully elevated the soil
temperatures in heated plots by 3 – 5°C compared to the unheated plots without changing the variability in
temperature.
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Figure 2.3 The average date (± 1 SE) of first flower by the experimental A. acutiloba
plants in the heated (dark bars) and unheated (light bars).
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Figure 2.4 A quantitative representation of flower color using L*a*b* color space,
averaged across individuals in the DTC (dark grey bars) and ET (light grey bars)
experimental plots. The error bars represent standard error around the means and the
asterisks indicating a significant pair-wise difference in a post-hoc test using Tukey’s
correction for multiple comparisons.
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Figure 2.5 Seed production in experimental A. acutiloba plants in the 2013 (a, c, e) and
2014 (b, d, f) growing seasons, measured as the average number of seeds (a, b), the
average seed mass per flowering stem (c, d), and the average number of aborted seeds (e,
f) per flowering stems. The bars represent the three pollination treatments – “pollinators
excluded” (dark grey), “insect only pollination” (medium grey), and “supplemented”
(light grey). The error bars represent the standard error of the means.
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Figure 2.6 Total daily precipitation averaged across each month in the 2013 season (dark
grey bars) and 2014 season (light grey bars). The data were obtained from the PRISM
Climate Group using geographic coordinates of the Ross Biological Reserve. The error
bars represent the standard error of the means.
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CHAPTER 3: FLORAL SPECIALIZATION ON INSECT POLLINATORS IN
AN EARLY SPRING WILDFLOWER COMMUNITY

3.1 Introduction
Climate change has the potential to sever the temporal and/or spatial synchrony
among interacting species (Parmesan, 2006, Harrington et al., 1999). Mutualistic
partnerships, such as those between flowering plants and pollinators, are especially
vulnerable because the species involved often rely on one another for survival and
reproduction, but could rely on different seasonal cues for the timing of their life history
events (Potts et al., 2010). Disturbances to these interactions can impact the structure and
dynamics of the whole community (Forrest and Thomson, 2011). Understanding how
tightly interacting species will jointly respond to rapid environmental change to preserve
or disrupt ecosystem function is crucial for predicting how species will respond to a
warmer world (Hegland et al., 2009).
In flowering plants, the reproductive success of many species is largely dependent
on the pollinator community; in turn, pollinator dynamics are influenced by the structure
and flowering patterns of the plant community (Elzinga et al., 2007). Many plant species
exhibit adaptations to attract pollinators and maximize the likelihood of pollen
deposition. For example, floral color and scent facilitate detection by pollinators, nectar
rewards the insect during the visit, and pollen position relative to the nectar source
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ensures that the pollen is transferred onto the pollinator (Ollerton et al., 2009, Fenster et
al., 2009). Insects also exhibit traits that are adaptations for obtaining rewards from floral
resources, which can inadvertently lead to pollination. For example, a long proboscis
allows an insect visitor to reach the deeply hidden nectar at the base of a narrow-tubed
flower, while also ensuring that pollen is deposited onto the visitor’s body (Simon-Porcar
et al., 2014).
The extent of specialization or generalization between plants and their pollinators
has important consequences for the fitness outcome of specific pairwise interactions and
the response of each species to the availability of the other (Waser et al., 1996). Although
extreme cases of specialization exist [e.g., figs and pollinating wasps; (Marussich and
Machado, 2007)], the majority of insect pollinators are expected to be generalists, visiting
many different plant host species over the course of their lifetime and even during single
pollination bouts (Waser et al., 1996, Bascompte et al., 2003). Similarly, many plant
species are pollinated by multiple species of insect pollinators. Generalized pollination
services ensure the availability of resources for each partner if one becomes less abundant
or disappears altogether (Memmott et al., 2007). Specialization may involve adaptations
that allow both partners in the interaction to maximize the benefits gained from one
another, but leads to high fitness costs if the plant or insect pollinator is left without a
mutualist (Memmott et al., 2007).
The prevalence of specialist and generalist strategies in a plant-pollinator
community is expected to influence how insect-pollinated plants will respond to
environmental change, such as climate change. If the plants and their primary pollinators
respond differently to environmental change, the members of the partnership may shift
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mutualistic partners, obtain services or resources from other sources (e.g., self-pollination
by the plant), or face extinction (Kiers et al., 2010). The degree of specialization in a
particular interaction will strongly influence the outcome. For instance, generalist species
might be more likely to switch to a new partner than specialists because they might
already have the morphological structures (e.g., mouth parts, flower shape, etc.)
necessary for the interaction (Waser et al., 1996).
The goal of my study was to assess the extent to which Claytonia virginica
functions as a specialist or generalist in its pollinator community. Claytonia virginica is
one of the most abundant members of the spring ephemeral plant community, and
potentially serves as an important resource for the earliest-emerging insect pollinators of
eastern deciduous forests. A specialist pollinator on C. virginica has been documented
[Andrena erigeniae,(Schemske, 1977)], but the extent to which it relies primary on this
partner is not yet known. Previous experiments found no evidence for pollen limitation in
C. virginica (see CHAPTER 1), indirectly suggesting that it may be pollinated by
multiple insect species. Furthermore, I expect that past selection would have favored
floral phenotypes that can take advantage of a range of insect pollinators, given the
highly variable temperatures (and potentially variable pollinator communities) that
characterize the flowering period of spring ephemerals. I hypothesized that C. virginica
functions as a “generalist” in the plant-pollinator network, obtaining pollinator services
from a diversity of early spring insects. I tested this hypothesis by characterizing the
insect pollinator community that occurs in flowering C. virginica populations, and
evaluating the relative abundance and diversity of the pollen from different co-flowering
species on the bodies of these insects. I predicted that I would find high relative
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abundances of C. virginica pollen on the majority of the pollinating insects in the
community, reflecting the generalist strategy of this plant species within the plantpollinator network of the spring ephemeral community.
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3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Study System and Study Site
Spring ephemeral plant communities are broadly distributed throughout the
deciduous forests of the eastern United States. The reproductive period of the entire
community is restricted to a narrow window of time, usually 4 – 6 weeks, in the late
winter and early spring, when the temperatures are rising but the tree canopy has not
developed and substantial sunlight still reaches the forest floor. The current study was
conducted within naturally occurring populations of spring ephemerals at the Ross
Biological Reserve, a 92 acre temperate deciduous forest reserve in Tippecanoe County,
Indiana, USA (40°24’31.09” N, 87°4’0.86” W) that is owned by Purdue University. The
understory community of spring herbs include C. virginica, Anemone acutiloba,
Cardamine concatenata, Cardamine bulbosa, Sanguinaria canadensis and Dicentra
cucullaria, many of which have overlapping flowering periods (see CHAPTER 1, Figure
1.1 c). A short growing season and a high degree of flowering overlap could suggest that
many of these plant species receive pollination services from a number of shared
pollinators (Macior, 1970, Motten, 1986).

3.2.2 Field Insect Collections
I utilized five locations at the Ross Reserve that were previously established for a
field study that looked at environmental drivers of phenology and the degree of pollen
limitation in C. virginica (see CHAPTER 1). At each location I used a hand sweep net to
conduct either weekly or bi-weekly pollinator collections during the flowering period of
C. virginica (Table 3.1). At each site the collections were made within an approximately
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10 m2 area. I limited the sweeps to approximately 30 minutes at each location during the
peak hours of pollinator activity (10 AM – 2 PM) and randomized the order in which the
sites were visited on each sampling day. I recorded whether each specific insect was
collected on a C. virginica flower. To prevent the loss and cross contamination of pollen,
I placed each insect into an individual 4 dram glass vial containing a 70% ethanol
solution. The insect specimens were later pinned, labeled and stored in an airtight insect
drawer. Identification to family, genus or species was done by Sam Droege at the
Patuxent Wildlife Research Center (Beltsville, MD) and Robert Jean at the Saint Maryof-the-Woods College (West Terre Haute, IN).

3.2.3 Pollen Extraction
The 70% ethanol solution that had previously contained each insect specimen was
carefully transferred into 50 mL conical tubes and enough ethanol was added to bring the
total volume to 15 mL. The ethanol-pollen mixture was then centrifuged at 4000 rpm for
15 minutes. The ethanol was immediately decanted, leaving behind only a pollen pellet. I
then placed a small cube of the basic fuchsin gelatin (prepared using protocol outlined in
Beattie, 1971) inside each conical tube and placed the tubes in a warm water bath until
the gelatin melted and mixed in with the pollen. An additional solid cube of the basic
fuchsin gelatin was carefully rubbed along the body of the insect to collect any pollen
grains that still adhered to the insect. The gelatin cubes were then combined in the
corresponding conical tube and mounted between two microscope slides by holding a
flame under the slide to melt the gelatin. The method used to mount the pollen slides
resulted in the pollen grains absorbing water from the medium and changing shape.
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However, the resulting shapes were still sufficiently different to distinguish among
species using multivariate analyses (see below).

3.2.4 Pollen Identification
In the spring of 2012, I collected and pressed flowers of seven species of the most
common spring ephemerals at the Ross Reserve: Claytonia virginica, Anemone acutiloba,
Cardamine concatenata, Cardamine bulbosa, Sanguinaria canadensis, Dicentra
cucullaria and Viola sp. The pollen from these individuals was used to create pollen
reference slides by implementing the same staining and mounting techniques described
above.
An Olympus BHS compound light microscope with a 3-Shot Color FireWire
digital camera attachment was used to photograph all pollen slides at a 75x
magnification. I then used ImageJ and GNU Image Manipulation Program (GIMP) to
remove non-pollen objects from the photographs. The particle analysis function in
ImageJ was used to collect measurements on six morphological characteristics of each
pollen grain—the area, roundness and circularity of the actual pollen grain, as well as the
length of the major and minor axes, and aspect ratio of a best fitted ellipse (Table 3.2). I
used these six size variables of the pollen from the reference slides to create a training
dataset. To minimize multidimensional overlap among the species, I trimmed the training
dataset to the 90th percentile of all six variables for C. virginica and 70th percentile for all
other species. I could not reliably separate the pollen from Cardamine concatenata and
C. bulbosa using the six morphological characteristics, so the two species were combined
into a single category Cardamine spp. I then used the vegan package in the statistical
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software R to conduct a linear discriminant analysis (LDA) on the training dataset and
used the results to predict the identity of all pollen grains from my sample slides. I also
used the training dataset to determine the probability of correctly identifying each of the
species (Table 3.3). Because of a high error rate in correctly identifying Sanguinaria
canadensis pollen, it was not used in any of the analyses that involved species identity
(e.g., species richness, species diversity), but it was still used in calculations that only
involved the total abundance of pollen grains.

3.2.5 Statistical Analyses
I used the Simpson's diversity index (1/D) to quantify the pollen diversity on each
collected insect specimen. I tested for differences in pollen diversity among individual
species in each year using a mixed-model analysis of variance (ANOVA), with pollen
diversity as the continuous response variable, pollinator species and year as categorical
predictor variables, and experimental site as a random factor. A similar model was used
to test for differences in diversity among the different pollinator genera, with the genus of
each sample included as a main effect instead of its species.
To assess the relative abundance of C. virginica pollen grains on the insects, I
divided the number of C. virginica pollen grains by the total number of pollen grains
collected from each insect. Similar to the analyses described above, I ran two separate
models using mixed-model ANOVA with proportion of C. virginica pollen as a
continuous response variable and either pollinator species or genus as categorical
predictor factors, and site as a random factor.
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To evaluate the differences in the total pollen abundance on insect taxa, I
conducted a mixed-model ANOVA with the total number of pollen grains of all plant
species as the continuous response variable, year and either insect genus or species as the
categorical predictor variable, and site as the categorical random factor. In order to meet
the ANOVA assumptions, the response variable was transformed using a square root
transformation.
In all of the analyses, I only used species or genera represented by at least two
insects in both years. Because only four genera and three species met this criterion and
year was not significant in any of the models, year was excluded from all analyses. This
allowed us to use species/genera that were represented by more than two individuals in
one year, but not the other; nine genera and twelve species met the new criterion.
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3.3 Results
3.3.1 Pollinator Community
I collected 74 individual insect pollinators in 2011 and 118 individuals in 2012.
All 192 specimens belonged to either the Hymenoptera or Diptera order. I was able to
identify 158 individuals down to the species level, 180 to the genus level or finer, and
181 to the family level or finer (Table 3.4). Across the two seasons, I sampled 38
different species of pollinators belonging to 11 genera at the five experimental sites. In
2011, the majority of the insect visitors at my sites were comprised of the bee fly
Bombylius major (18.5%), whereas in 2012, the most abundant pollinator was the spring
beauty bee Andrena erigeniae (42.5%). Across both years, solitary bees belonging to the
Andrena genus made up 57.3% of all visitors to my experimental sites, with the next
most abundant visitors being flies in the genera Toxomerus (10.1%) and Bombylius
(9.6%).

3.3.2 Pollen Analysis
I collected and measured a total of 1,250,679 pollen grains from all of the insect
specimens. Pollen from C. virginica accounted for 62.8% of pollen from the insects
collected in 2011, and 70.0% from the 2012 insect collection (Table 3.5). There were
significant differences in the total pollen abundance among pollinator genera (main effect
of genera: F8,142 = 5.53, P< 0.001). A post-hoc test using Tukey’s correction for multiple
comparisons revealed that this effect was driven by differences between the abundance of
pollen on Toxomerus (which had the lowest pollen loads) and Andrena, Augochlora and
Lasioglossum (which had similar high pollen loads, Figure 3.2a). I obtained similar
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results when I carried out the analysis on the pollinator species level (F11,102 = 5.24, P<
0.001, Figure 3.2b), but the significance was driven by differences in abundance between
the Andrena erigeniae (with the highest pollen load) and A. carlini, A. nasonii, A. proni
and Bombylius major (which had similarly low pollen loads).
There were also overall significant differences in the diversity of pollen on the
insect bodies among insect genera (main effect of insect genus: F8,145 = 2.33, P= 0.0219,
Figure 3.3a). However, the significance was driven entirely by the difference between the
genus Bombus (which had the highest pollen diversity) and the genera Andrena and
Epalpus. The species-level analysis of the diversity of pollen loads revealed significant
differences in the diversity of pollen from different insect species (F11,103 = 3.04, P=
0.0015, Figure 3.3b). A post-hoc test using Tukey’s correction for multiple comparisons
identified A. erigeniae as having significantly lower pollen diversity than A. proni and
Augochlora pura.
When comparing the proportion of pollen from C. virginica to all other plant
species combined, I saw a significant difference among the insect genera (F8,143 = 2.43,
P= 0.0172, Figure 3.4 a) and among insect species (F11,103 = 2.45, P= 0.0093, Figure 3.4
b). However, a post-hoc test using Tukey’s correction for multiple comparisons did not
reveal any significant pair-wise interactions among the genera; on the species level, there
was a significant pair-wise interaction between Andrena erigeniae, which had a higher
relative abundance of C. virginica pollen, and Augochlora pura, which had a lower
relative abundance of C. virginica pollen.
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3.4 Discussion
Recent climate change is thought to be threatening the mutualistic partnership
between flowering plants and pollinators (Hegland et al., 2009, Parmesan, 2006). The
goal of my study was to evaluate the degree of specialization on insect pollinators of a
spring-flowering herb, C. virginica. I found that C. virginica pollen was present on all
species of pollinators collected during its flowering period, and that C. virginica pollen
comprised the largest proportion of the total pollen abundance on individual insects. I
also found that pollen diversity and the relative abundance of C. virginica pollen on the
insects varied among pollinator genera and species, but in most cases the significance
was driven by a few pair-wise comparisons and did not follow any definitive patterns.
The results of my study suggest that C. virginica is pollinated by a wide range of
insect pollinators. The high relative abundance of C. virginica pollen on all species of
insect pollinators collected at my experimental sites further supports the hypothesis that it
is capable of receiving effective pollination services from a broad pool of pollinator
species. This is consistent with the notion that generalization in plant-pollinator
interactions is more common than specialization, especially in plant species that have
short reproductive periods and are pollinated by insect species whose populations
fluctuate through time and/or space (Waser et al., 1996).
Generalization on pollinators could have either positive or negative effects on the
reproductive success of the plant host (Waser et al., 1996). On the one hand, the cold and
variable weather patterns that characterize early springs in the temperate deciduous
forests make the pollinator activity less predictable; specialization on a single pollinator
would potentially increase the risk of a plant species being left without a partner in the
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event that there is a phenological shift between plants and their pollinators (Waser et al.,
1996, Gilman et al., 2012, Hegland et al., 2009). On the other hand, visits from multiple
pollinating species may increase the rate of heterospecific pollen deposition on the
stigmas of the focal plant species, as well as the loss of pollen that is deposited on the
stigmas of other species—both are events that can lead to a reduction in the plant
reproductive success (Nishida et al., 2014). I hypothesize that C. virginica minimizes
heterospecific pollen deposition by flowering in large and dense populations (AR
personal observations), which could increase the probability that the insect pollinator will
visit multiple individuals of C. virginica, rather than switching among different species in
a single pollination bout.
The results of my study are also consistent with the patterns that I observed in a
manipulative pollen supplementation experiment, in which I concluded that despite being
one of the earliest flowering species in the spring ephemeral community, reproductive
success in C. virginica was not limited by pollen availability (see CHAPTER 1, Figure
1.3). I hypothesize that C. virginica is not pollen limited because it is a better competitor
for pollinators than all other co-flowering plant species. It grows in relatively dense
populations at my study site and produces nectar, and therefore may be preferred over
less common or nectarless co-flowering species in the community. As a result, C.
virginica might not rely on the phenology of any specific mutualistic partner during its
flowering period because it is pollinated by a number of different species of insects. If
this explanation is correct, my results may be unique to C. virginica in the spring
ephemeral community, and other species may be more likely to exhibit phenological
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mismatching with pollinators in response to year-to-year variation in the onset of spring
temperatures.
It is also possible that seed production in C. virginica is limited by resources
rather than pollen, because it has a short vegetative growth period and often flowers
before the nutrients in the soil become easily accessible. However, further empirical
studies that directly tie pollen loads on insects, nutrient availability and plant
reproductive success are needed to support these hypotheses.
The changes in environmental factors due to climate change are expected to have
great impacts on the mutualistic partnership between plants and pollinators (Hegland et
al., 2009, Parmesan, 2006). The degree of specialization or generalization on pollinators
can have a significant impact on how the plants respond to disturbances in the
phenological relationship with their insect pollinators. The goal of my study was to
determine the degree of generalization on pollinators in an abundant spring ephemeral
herb, C. virginica. I found that C. virginica was visited by a number of pollinator species,
potentially making it robust to phenological fluctuations or even extinction of some of the
pollinator species. However, it would be important to expand my research to include
other communities before drawing conclusions about the response of plants and
pollinators to the changing environment.
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Table 3.1 A list of specific dates in each year on which pollinator collections were made
at the Ross Reserve, along with the total number of insect samples and the cumulative
number of insect species collected.

Table 3.2 Morphological measurements and their description that were collected on
every pollen grain using the particle analysis function in ImageJ.
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Table 3.3 Probabilities of correctly identifying the plant species of the pollen in the
training dataset by using six morphological characteristics in a linear discriminant
analysis.
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Table 3.4 Total number of the different species of insect pollinators collected in each
sampling year. Identification was done by Sam Droege at the Patuxent Wildlife Research
Center (Beltsville, MD) and Robert Jean at the Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College (West
Terre Haute, IN).
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Table 3.4 (cont.)
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Table 3.5 The total and relative pollen abundances of each plant species found across all
insect pollinators collected at the Ross Reserve.
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Figure 3.1 Individual pollen grains of (A) Claytonia virginica, (B) Anemone acutiloba,
(C) Viola sp., (D) Dicentra cucullaria, (E) Cardamine sp., and (F) Sanguinaria
canadensis obtained from known specimens and photographed using a compound light
microscope in Dr. Mary Alice Webb’s laboratory at Purdue University.
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Figure 3.2 The total number of pollen grains of all plant species found on each insect
specimen, averaged across both years for each insect genus (A) and species (B). The error
bars represent standard errors around the least squares means. The letters above the bars
represent the results of the post-hoc test using Tukey’s correction for multiple
comparisons. Genera/species represented by different letters are significantly different
from one another.
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Figure 3.3 Simpson's diversity index was used to quantify pollen diversity on each insect
specimen and averaged across both years for each insect genus (A) and species (B). The
error bars represent standard errors around the least squares means. The letters above the
bars represent the results of the post-hoc test using Tukey’s correction for multiple
comparisons. Genera/species represented by different letters are significantly different
from one another.
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Figure 3.4 The relative abundance of C. virginica pollen on each insect specimen,
averaged across both years for each insect genus (A) and species (B). The error bars
represent standard errors around the least squares means. The letters above the bars
represent the results of the post-hoc test using Tukey’s correction for multiple
comparisons. Genera/species represented by different letters are significantly different
from one another.
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Ayrapetov, A. and M.T. Ganger. 2009. Nutrient Levels Do Not Affect Male
Gametophyte Induction by Antheridiogen in Ceratopteris richardii. American
Fern Journal 99(4):273-278.
Oral Presentations ________________________________________________________
Robertshaw, A.A. and N.C. Emery. 2014. Effects of temperature on plant reproductive
success in a spring ephemeral herb. Oral presentation at the Botanical Society of
America Annual Conference, Boise, ID.
Robertshaw, A.A. and N.C. Emery. 2013. Environmental drivers of phenology and
pollen limitation in Claytonia virginica. Oral presentation at an EcoLunch
seminar, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN.
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Robertshaw, A.A. and N.C. Emery. 2012. Effects of temperature, resources, and
pollinator availability on plant reproductive success in the Indiana spring
ephemeral community. Oral presentation at the Botanical Society of America
Annual Conference, Columbus, OH.
Robertshaw, A.A. and N.C. Emery. 2012. Effects of temperature, resources, and
pollinator availability on plant reproductive success in the Indiana spring
ephemeral community. Oral presentation at the Indiana Academy of Science
Meeting, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN.
Robertshaw, A.A. 2011. Neutral Drivers of Community Structure. Invited lecture,
BIOL585 Ecology, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN.
Robertshaw, A.A. and N.C. Emery. 2011. Ecological processes shaping the herbaceous
plant community in Midwestern forests. Invited talk, Biological Sciences Alumni
Advisory Committee Meeting, Ross Biological Reserve, Purdue University, West
Lafayette, IN. Pathology Graduate Student Poster Session, Purdue University,
West Lafayette, IN.
Robertshaw, A.A. 2011. The importance of getting involved in research as an
undergraduate student. Invited lecture, Women in Science Major Decisions:
Getting Involved in Your Major, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN.

Poster Presentations ______________________________________________________
Robertshaw, A.A. and N.C. Emery. 2013. Effects of climate change on phenology and
reproductive success in the spring ephemeral herbaceous plant community. Poster
presentation at the Botany and Plant Pathology Graduate Student Poster Session,
Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN.
Robertshaw, A.A. and N.C. Emery. 2012. Effects of Climate Change on Phenology and
Reproductive Success in the Spring Ephemeral Herbaceous Plant Community.
Poster presentation at the Sigma Xi Graduate and Postdoctoral Researcher Poster
Competition, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN.
Robertshaw, A.A. and N.C. Emery. 2011. Effects of climate change on phenology and
reproductive success in the spring ephemeral herbaceous plant community. Poster
presentation at the Botany and Plant
Ayrapetov, A.A. and N.C. Emery. 2010. The effects of climatic variation on the
reproductive success of a spring woodland herb Claytonia virginica
(Portulacaceae). Poster presentation at the Botany and Plant Pathology Graduate
Student Poster Session, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN.
Ayrapetov, A.A. and M.T. Ganger. 2009. Do nutrient levels alter the effectiveness of the
sex-determining antheridiogen, ACE, in Ceratopteris richardii? Poster
presentation at the Gannon University Research and Creative Projects
Conference, Erie, PA.
Ayrapetov, A.A. and M.T. Ganger. 2009. Do nutrient levels alter the effectiveness of the
sex-determining antheridiogen, ACE, in Ceratopteris richardii? Poster
presentation at the Sigma Xi Eighteenth Annual Undergraduate Research and
Creative Accomplishment Conference, Penn State Behrend, Erie, PA.
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Grants and Awards _______________________________________________________
2013
2011-2014
2012
2012
2012
2012
2011
2011
2011
2010
2009-2011
2009
2009

Small Grant Program, Indiana Native Plant & Wildflower Society
National Science Foundation, Graduate Research Fellowship Program
Alton A. Lindsey Graduate Fellowship in Ecology, Purdue University
Best Poster Presentation Award, Sigma Xi, Purdue University
Graduate Student Travel Award, Purdue University
Graduate Student Travel Award, Purdue University
PCCRC Seed Grant, Purdue Climate Change Research Center
Senior Research Grant Program, Indiana Academy of Science
Graduate School Incentive Grant, Purdue University Graduate School
Grants-in-Aid of Research, Sigma Xi, The Scientific Research Society
Doctoral Fellowship, Purdue Graduate School, Purdue University
Best Poster Presentation Award, Sigma Xi, Penn State Behrend
The Archbishop John Mark Gannon Award, Gannon University

Research Experience ______________________________________________________
Aug 2009 – Jan 2010

Doctoral Fellow, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN
Determine the effect of genetic relatedness on the level
of intra-specific competition in Brassica rapa.
Responsible for experimental design and
implementation, data analysis, and preparation for
publication.

Dec 2008 – Jun 2009

Undergraduate Researcher, Gannon University, Erie, PA
Investigate the effect of multiple pollen donors on the
reproductive success of Brassica rapa. Responsible for
experimental design and implementation, plant
emasculation, controlled hand pollinations, plant
propagation, and data analysis.

Jan 2008 – Dec 2008

Undergraduate Researcher, Gannon University, Erie, PA
Determine if nutrients impact the existing pathways by
which antheridiogen induces maleness in undeveloped
spores of Ceratopteris richardii. Aided in experimental
design and implementation, and data analysis.
Responsible for media preparation, spore inoculation,
growth monitoring of an aquatic fern from spores in a
laboratory setting. Resulted in first authorship on a
published manuscript.
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Teaching Experience______________________________________________________
Aug 2013 – Dec 2013

Teaching Assistant, BIOL58500 – Ecology, Purdue
University, West Lafayette, IN
Responsibilities: Guide and assist the top 20 high school
students from across the nation in the performance of
ecological data collection and analysis.

Aug 2012 – Dec 2012

Teaching Assistant, BIOL59100 – Field Ecology, Purdue
University, West Lafayette, IN
Responsibilities: Assist undergraduate and graduate
students in experimental design, field sampling, data
processing and statistical analyses.

Jun 2011, Jun 2012

Outreach Instructor, USA Biology Olympiad, Purdue
University, West Lafayette, IN
Responsibilities: Teach undergraduate and graduate
students the basic concepts of ecology.

Relevant Skills ___________________________________________________________
Fluent in oral and written Russian
Familiar with Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, PowerPoint)
Familiar with Adobe Creative Suite (Photoshop and Illustrator)
Familiar with the statistical packages SAS and R
Plant propagation
Field seed collection
Controlled hand pollinations
Relevant graduate coursework _____________________________________________
Population Genetics
Conservation Genetics
Introduction to Phylogenetics
Ecological Statistics
Statistical Methods in Biology
Quantitative Methods for Ecologists
Applied Linear Regression
Mechanisms and Ecological Impacts of Climate Change
Evolution of Quantitative Genetics
Synthesis in Ecology
Insect Biology

